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Abst ract - -We consider a discrete-time system modelling a network of two neurons. The situa- 
tion with self-connections is addressed in terms of stability and bifurcation analysis. Choosing an 
appropriate bifurcation parameter, we prove that the Neimark-Sacker bifurcation occurs when the bi- 
furcation parameter xceeds a critical value. The direction and stability of bifurcation are determined 
by the normal form theory and center manifold theorem. Results of some computer simulations are 
displayed graphically. © 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The invest igat ion of neural  networks has been the subject  of some recent work since one of the 
models with electronic ircuit  implementat ion was proposed by Hopfield [1]. Due to the networks 
of one or two neurons are prototypes  to understand the dynamics  of larger scale networks, some 
progress has been made for such networks, for example,  [2-8] and the references therein.  
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In this paper, we consider the following discrete-time neural network model with self-connec- 
tion: 
zl(n + 1) =/3zl(n)  + (1 - - /3)f(axl(n))  + (1 --/3)f(71x2(n)), 
x2(n + 1) =/3z2(n) -- (1 --/3)f(72xl(n)) + (1 --/3)f(e~x2(n)), 
= o, 1, 2 , . . . ,  (1.1) 
where x~ (i = 1, 2) denotes the i th activity of the neuron, fl E (0, 1) is internal decay of neurons. 
The constants a > 0 and 7~ > 0 (i = 1, 2) denote the gain parameters, f : ]~ J > I~ is a continuous 
transfer function and f(0) = 0. 
The discrete-time system (1.1) can be regarded as a discrete analogy of the differential system 
~:l(t) ~- --/ZXl(t ) -}- f(OZXl(t)) -1- f(~/lX2(t)), 
5:2(t) = --tZx2(t) - f (72xl( t ) )  + f (ax2(t) ) ,  
(1.2) 
or the system with piecewise constant arguments 
~l(t)  ~--" --p, Xl(t) + f(OZXl([t])) -]- f("/lX2([t])), 
~2(t) ~--- -~x2(t)  -- f(G2Xl([t])) -q- f(OLX2([t])), 
(1.3) 
where # > 0, and [.] denotes the greatest integer function. For the method of discrete analogy, 
we refer to [7,9-11]. 
For a special case of (1.1), with a transfer function f(u) = tanh(u) and no self-connections, 
Gopalsamy and Leung in [7] gave some sufficient conditions to guarantee the stability of the 
equilibrium (0, 0) and the existence of bifurcation. However, in their paper, to determine the 
direction and stability of bifurcation, they have to find a transformation which converts the system 
into its eigenbasis and which is not an easy job. In this paper, by the techniques developed by 
Kuznetsov [12] where using "project" the system into the critical eigenspace and its complement, 
we will study the stability of the equilibrium (0, 0) and Neimark-Sacker bifurcation, which is also 
called Hopf bifurcation for map. The conditions in the global and local asymptotical stability 
of the equilibrium (0, 0) of (1.1) will be established. Moreover, when the bifurcation parameter 
exceeds a critical value, we find that the Neimark-Sacker bifurcation will occur and its direction 
and stability are determined completely by the sign of the value fro(O). 
2. STABIL ITY  ANALYS IS  
In this section, we discuss the global and local stability of the equilibrium (0, 0) of system (1.1). 
In global stability analysis, we need the following hypothesis: 
(H1) f : ]~ --+ ]~ is globally Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant L > 0, i.e., 
If(u)-f(v)l<__Llu-vl, foru, v~R. 
THEOREM 1. 
• ~(n))  -~ (o, o) as ~ -~ oo. 
PROOF.  It follows from (I.I) and/3 E (0, I) that 
We denote 
Suppose that hypothesis (HI) is satisfied and L(c~ + ~ )  < 1. Then (xl(n), 
Ixl(n+ 1)1) < (/3+Lo~(1-/3) 
Ixl(n + 1)1 - \ L"y2(1 -/3) 
(/3 + Lc~(1 - /3)  
A = \ L72(1 - /3)  
L71(1 -/3) /3 + Lc~(1_ /3)  ( Ixl(n)' I x2(~)l )" (2.1) 
L71(1 - /3)  ) 
/3+ La(1 - /3)  " 
Stability 
Obviously, the eigenvalues of A are given 
~1 =/3+ 
A2 =/3+ 
and Bifurcation Analysis 
by 
(1 -/3)L (a + ~x/ -~) ,  
(l-#)L(a- ~) ,  
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(2.2) 
Thus, the 
1 
~I  - [/3 + ]~ioi(1 -/3)]2. (2.8) ~1(I --/3) 
[hi < l, for ~ c (o, ~*). 
Since the modulus of eigenvalue [A(7*)I = 1, we know 7* is a critical value which destroys the 
stability of (0, 0). The following lemma is helpful to study bifurcation of (0, 0). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that (H2) is satisfied and ]AlOl < 1. Then 
(i) (~g~[A(7)[)~:,* > 0, 
(ii) Ak(7 *) ¢ 1 for k = 1,2,3,4, 
where ~('y) and ~* are given by (2.6) and (2.8), respectively. 
PRoof .  By direct calculation, we obtain from (2.7) and (2.8) that 
~IA(~')I = #i(1 -/3)1/1 - [/3 + #~a(i _#)]2 > o. 
.,f=,,f * 
This means property (i) is true. 
In what follows, we will deal with property (ii). Clearly, )k(7.)  = 1 for some k E {1, 2, 3, 4} if 
and only if the argument arg A(7*) E {0, ±7r/2, ±2~r/3, ~r}. From the expression 
A(~,*) = fl + #ic~(1 --/3) + %/1 - [/3 + #ic~(1 --/3)]2 i, C2.9) 
we see that Re A(?*) > 0 and ImA(7*) > 0. Obviously, the argument argA('/*) ¢ {0,±~/2,  
±2~r/3, It}. We complete the proof of (ii). 
By Lemma 1 and the results in [12], we have the following theorem. 
then we have [A[ = 1 if and only if 
7 = 7" - 
Obviously, we have 
which, together with the inequality L(c~ + ~ )  < 1, implies that [A1,2[ < 1. 
eigenvalues of A are inside the unit circle. Hence, (xlCn), x2(n)) -~ ( 0, 0) as n -~ c~. 
In analyzing the local stability of the equilibrium (0, 0), we assume that the activation func- 
tion f satisfies the following: 
(H2) f 6 cl(]~) and f'(0) = #1 > 0. 
Then the linearization of (1.1) at (0, 0) gives 
xl(n + i) = [/3 + #1o~(i -/3)]xz(n) + "71#i( 1 - j3)x2(n), 
n = o, 1, 2 , . . . .  (2.3) 
x2(n + I) = --#172(1 --/3)xl(n) + [/3 + #ic~(l --/3)]x2(n), 
The eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix in (2.3) are the root of 
[A - /3  -- #1oz(1 --/3)] 2 + #27172(1 --/3)2 = 0, (2.4) 
which are given by the conjugate complex pair 
A = fl + #ia( l  - /3)  + #i( I --/3)~¢/"~i~2 i. (2.5) 
Let 7 = ~ and 
A(7) =/3 + #la(1 -/3) + #z( 1 -/3)ffi, (2.6) 
then the eigenvalues in (2.5) are ~(~) and :~('y). 
If #ia < 1, noticing the modulus of the eigenvalues are 
IA [ = ~//[/3 + #ia( I _/3)]2 + #272(i _/3)2, (2.7) 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose that (Hz) is satisfied and pia < 1. Then we have 
(i) if y E (0, y*), then the equilibrium (0,O) of (1.1) is asymptotically stable; 
(ii) if y > y*, then the equilibrium (0,O) of (1.1) is unstable; 
(iii) the Neimark-Sacker bifurcation occurs at y = y*, that is, system (1.1) has a unique closed 
invariant curve bifurcating from the equilibrium (0,O) near y = y*, 
where y* is given by (2.8). 
3. DIRECTION AND STABILITY OF THE 
NEIMARK-SACKER BIFURCATION 
In the above section, we have shown that Neimark-Sacker bifurcation occurs at some value 
y* = m for system (1.1). In this section, by using the normal form method and the center 
manifold theory for discrete-time system developed by Kuznetsov in [12], we will give an algorithm 
to study the direction and stability of the Neimark-Sacker bifurcation. For most of the models in 
the literature, for example [5-81, the transfer function f is f(u) = tanhu. Thus, we may assume 
that the transfer function in (1.1) satisfies the following: 
(Ha) f E C(3)(lR,R), f(0) = f”(0) = 0, f’(0) = ~1 > 0 and f”‘(0) = ~3 # 0. 
Now system (1.1) can be rewritten as 
(34 
P + P1Q(l- P) YlPl(1 - P> 
-P1Y2(1- P) P + kw(l - P) 
(3.1) 
where z = (21, ~2)~ E R2. We denote 
44 = P+ll14 -P> PlYl(1 -P> 
-P1Y2U - P) > P + Pl”(1 -P) . 
(3.2) 
Let q(y) E c2 be an eigenvector of A(y) corresponding to eigenvalue X(y) given by (2.6). Then 
A(yMy) = J-4yMy). 
Again, let p(y) E c2 be an eigenvector of the transposed matrix AT(y) corresponding to its 
eigenvalue, that is, X(y), 
AT (MY) = WP(Y). 
By direct calculation we obtain 
Let 
Then 
MY*)> dY*)) = 1, 
where (., .) means the standard scalar product in UZ2 : (p, q) = plql + 15242. Any vector 5 E lR2 
can be uniquely represented for y near y* as 
z = .q(Y) + 47) 
for some complex Z. Obviously, 
2 = MY), 4’ 
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Thus, system (3.1) can be transformed for 7 near 7" into the following form: 
z,  , A(7)z + ~(z, ~, ~), (3.3) 
where A(7 ) can be written as A(7) = (1 + q~(7))e i°('r) (~(V) is a smooth function with q~(V*) = 0) 
and 
g(z,~,7) ---- E 1 ~-t ~.--~, gkt (7)z z . (3.4) 
kTl>_2 
From assumption (H3), we know that F~ (i = 1, 2) in (3.1) can be expanded as 
1 1 1 F1(~,7) --- ~/A3( -/3)0fl~3 ..]_ ~#3(1 - /3 )7~ + O ([KI[4), 
1 1 1 . 
It follows that 
and 
2 02F~(~, 7*) ~=o B~(~, y) = ~ O~jO~k ~jy~ = 0, i = 1, 2, (3.5/ 
j,k=l 
2 03F~(~'7") ~=o 
j,k,l=l 
#3(1 -/3)c~3xlylu~ +#3(1 ~' *3x u (3.6) = -- /3)71 2Y2 2, 
2 5=0 O3F2(~, 7*) C~(x,y,u) = ~ o~jO~ko~ xjyku, 
j,k,l=l 
/3)72 xlylul + #3(1 -/3)oL3x2Y2U2. = --#3(1 -- *3 
By (3.5)-(3.7) and the formulas 
g2o(7") = (P, B(q, q)), 
and 
we obtain 
and 
gn(7*) = (p,B(q,q)), g02(V*) = (p,B(O,g)}, 
g~1(7") = (p, c(q, q, q)), 
g20(7") = gn(7*) = g02(V*) = 0 
g21(7") =/31C1 (q, q, q) + p2C2(q, q, q) 
= 7~3( _/~)~3 1 + r~ / 
which, together with e -i°(~*) = A(7*), implies that 
a(v*)=Re(e-i°(2*)g21)-Re((l-2ei°("/*))e-2i°(~*)~(l=~) g20gn) 1 2 1 -  ~1g11' - ~lg02 ,2 
= Re ( e-i°(2) g21 )
= 1 Re {[/3 + #la(1 - /3)  - /z l (1 -/3)v*i]g21} 
2 
[ 7{ 
+ ~ (7;7~ + 7~) ~/i - [~ + .1~(1 - /3 ) ]~.  
) 
(3.7) 
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Figure 1. The equilibrium (0, 0) is asymptotic stable and no bifurcation for 71 = 1 
and 72 = 1.33. 
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Figure 2. Bifurcation to invariant circle for 71 = 1 and 72 --- 1.34. 
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Obviously, 
sign(a(v*)) = sign #3. 
From the above argument, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that (H3) is satisfied and #la < 1. Then the direction and stability of 
Neimark-Sacker bifurcation of (1.1) can be determined by the sign of#3. More precisely, if#3 < 0 
(> 0), then the Neimark-Sacker bifurcation of (1.1) at V -- V* -= ~ is supercritical (subcrit- 
ical) and the unique closed invariant curve bifurcating from (0, O) for V = V* is asymptotically 
stable (unstable). 
EXAMPLE. Choose f (u) --- tanhu,  ~ = 1/4, a = 1/3. Obviously, #1 -- f ' (0 )  = 1 > 0, f " (0 )  = 0, 
and #3 = f ' " (0 )  -- -2  < 0. Thus, from (2.6) and (2.8), we have ~* =- 2V/-3/3 and A(V*) -- 1/2 + 
(v/3/2) i  which satisfy A6(V *) = 1 and M(V* ) ~ 1 ( j  = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). By Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, 
for V -- ~ < V* = 2v/3/3, we know that  the equi l ibr ium (0, 0) is asymptot ica l ly  stable. As 
? increases uch that  V > ~* = 2v~/3 ,  the equi l ibr ium (0, 0) is unstable and there exists an 
asymptot ica l ly  invariant cycle bi furcat ing from (0, 0). This fact is verified by the numerical  
s imulat ions in F igures 1 and 2. 
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